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Abstract: Steadyflowsof condensablefluidsmaybecomeunsteady if one component of thefluid
starts to condense. In high-speed expansion flows, typical for large-scale steam turbines, the
subcooled vapour state collapses after nucleation, typically in flow regimes close to Mach
number 1. After the formation of steady shocks, instantaneous thermal choking initiates self-
excited high-frequency oscillations which is the focus of this article. The driving mechanism is
the interaction of compressibility and energy supply in flows close tomaximummass flux density
and is therefore not controlled by the viscosity of the fluid. Additional viscosity-driven excitation
mechanisms exist and superpose the primary diabatic instability, especially in axial cascades.
Typical are shedded shear layers from blade trailing edges and the periodic interference of
wakes separating from the statorwith the rotorblades. This articlepresents a reviewof the authors
and various co-workers’ research, supplementedby important references to complete the subject
under consideration. This article starts with an introduction in the most simple flow model of
given heat addition in constant area flow and ends with mixed homogeneous/heterogeneous
condensation in a transonic axial cascade stage with a high-resolution sliding interface for
preservation of submicron condensate convected from the stator into the rotor. Numerical
simulations are compared with experiments of flows with and without carrier gas.

Keywords: transonic two-phase flow, thermal choking, instability, moving shocks, self-excited
oscillations

1 INTRODUCTION

Partial phase transitions in rapid expansions of
mixtures of pure vapours and of vapour/carrier gas
prevail in many engineering applications. Together
with transonic aerodynamics, the steam turbine is
certainly an important representative of these
flows. Because the last stages of low-pressure (LP)
steam turbines are directly connected with the con-
denser having necessarily low values of pressure
and temperature, the working fluid starts already to
condense flowing through the last blade passages.
The scaling of the rotor of the last stage with a diam-
eter of 3–4 m, together with the line frequency of
50 Hz (Europe) or 60 Hz (USA), makes clear that the
maximum circumferential speed is of the order of
600 m/s. Therefore, the blade-to-blade flow in rotors

experiences strong compressibility effects. Starting at
the inlet, the flow accelerates typically from M1 ¼ 0.4
to supersonic flow at the outlet with M2 ¼ 1.2–1.4.
Within a few microseconds, the temperature of the
vapour decreases below the equilibrium saturation
limit. This is because the phase change proceeds at a
finite rate and there is no sufficient time for equili-
brium condensation to occur.

As a first approach, the relative flow through an
axial rotor can be regarded as an expansion
flow through a Laval nozzle, with low pressure and
supersonic Mach number at the exit and with non-
equilibrium condensation of the working fluid
inside. Further extension of this model by inclusion
of the rotor/stator interaction requires introduction
of non-uniform flow conditions at the inlet of this
nozzle model. Finally, blade wake separation from
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the trailing edge initiates periodic disturbances at the
outlet. However, these unsteady excitation mechan-
isms already exist in single-phase flow and are super-
imposed by unsteady boundary layer separation
owing to shock/boundary layer interaction on the
blade surface. In case of condensation, it is necessary
to understand how the liquid phase forms in non-
equilibrium and how it interacts with single-phase
flow dynamics.

It is obvious that coincidence of strong mechan-
isms, such as the latent heat from condensation is
added to the flow close to Mach number 1, i.e. at
maximum mass flux density rw ¼ r�w�, and the
well-known equivalence of energy and mass supply
in compressible flow, always produces intense inter-
actions with substantial changes of the flow pattern,
for instance, by formation of additional shocks or
high-frequency oscillations.

To describe the physics of the non-linear problem
and to make the resulting flow dynamics easily
understandable, this article starts with an introduc-
tion of compressible flows in fluid dynamics with
given heat addition Q ¼ const. and the simplest
case of constant cross-sectional area, A ¼ const.
The great advantage of this model is that the conser-
vation laws reduce to algebraic equations and their
solutions reveal important phenomena exploring
details of much more complex multi-dimensional
flows, e.g. it can be recognized immediately why
under certain conditions steadiness does not exist
and why unsteady flow must occur. This article
considers the phenomenon of thermal choking
in more detail by extending to flows with given
heat source distribution Q(x) inside a given area
distribution A(x). It shows how the flow avoids
choking by forming additional steady shocks. In
conclusion, a given heat source distribution Q(x)
i.e. heat addition, without two-way coupling with
the flow and without inclusion of the kinetics of
the phase transition itself, re-establishes a new flow
topology which makes the specified added heat
consistent with all existing steady flow conditions,
with or without supplementary steady shocks and
to remain in steady state.

To proceed to a more complete model with latent
heat addition from partial condensation of the work-
ing fluid, models for the formation of the liquid
phase must be added and the reaction of com-
pression waves and shocks on the phase transition
process itself must be considered. This leads to con-
ditions where steady shocks are no more possible
and explains the formation of cyclic self-excited
instabilities with moving shocks. At present, it is
known that how, after bifurcations, higher-order
instabilities develop with instantaneous change of
the flow pattern and combined by doubling of the
oscillation frequency.

As this mechanism depends on interactions of
compressibility and energy supply, it is not domi-
nated by viscosity effects. Additional unsteady exci-
tation mechanisms play a role and have to be
considered if boundary layers or blade wake separ-
ation are coupled with the primary inviscid flow
instability.

2 COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS WITH GIVEN
INTERNAL HEAT ADDITION

2.1 Heat addition Q 5 const. in constant area
flow, A 5 const.

2.1.1 Governing equations

For steady, constant-area flow of an inviscid perfect
gas/vapour and neglecting heat conduction, the
governing equations of the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy can be written in integrated
form

r1w1 ¼ r2w2 (1)

p1 þ r1w
2
1 ¼ p2 þ r2w

2
2 (2)

cpT1 þw2
1

2

� �
(1þ Q) ¼ cpT2 þw2

2

2
(3)

with the equation of state

p ¼ rRT (4)

and the normalized amount of the heat source

Q ¼ q

cpT1 þ (w2
1=2)

¼ q

cpT01

.0 heat addition
,0 heat removal

�
(5)

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the static values of the
flow properties ahead and behind the area of heat
addition, respectively, and the subscripts 01 and
02 represent the corresponding stagnation values
(Fig. 1). This is the most simplified example of a
flow with heat addition without any length- or
time-scale. The non-linear system of algebraic
equations (1) to (4) yields several solutions depend-
ing on whether the initial flow is supersonic or

Fig. 1 Heat addition in constant area flow, A ¼ const.;

shaded area: zone of heat addition
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subsonic and on the boundary conditions at the exit
of the tube, e.g. on the static pressure pe. For the
nature of the condensation problem with always
slightly supersonic onset Mach numbers, it is
restricted to M1 . 1.

2.1.2 Static properties after supersonic
heat addition

Systematic elimination yields the following system
for the unknowns behind the heat addition [1, 2]

w2

w1

� �
1,2

¼ 1� 1

gþ 1

M2
1 � 1

M2
1

1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #
(6)

r1
r2

� �
1,2

¼ 1� 1

gþ 1

M2
1 � 1

M2
1

1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #
(7)

p2

p1

� �
1,2

¼ 1þ g

gþ 1
(M2

1 � 1) 1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #
(8)

T2

T1

� �
1,2

¼ 1þ g

gþ 1
(M2

1 � 1)

� �
1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #

� 1� 1

gþ 1

M2
1 � 1

M2
1

� �
1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #

(9)

(M2
2 )1,2 ¼ M2

1

1� (1=(gþ 1))((M2
1 � 1)=M2

1 )

�½1+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� (Q=Qmax

p
)�

1þ (g=(gþ 1))(M2
1 � 1)

�½1+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� (Q=Qmax

p
)�

(10)

With Q ¼ 0 and M1 . 1, these results reduce to the
identity and the adiabatic normal shock solution.
Therefore, the effect of heat addition can be under-
stood as a disturbance of these basic solutions. The
upper sign in front of the square root corresponds
to the so-called weak solution, the lower sign to the
shock solution. It is clear that the temperature ratio
(T2/T1)1,2 can also be calculated by inserting the
density ratio (r1/r2)1,2 (equation (7)) and the static
pressure ratio (p2/p1)1,2 (equation (8)) into the ideal
gas equation.

Both solutions (1) and (2) behind heat addition are
connected by a normal shock corresponding to the
well-known Prandtl relationship

(w2)1(w2)2 ¼ c�22
(M�

2 )1(M
�
2 )2 ¼ 1

(11)

For the condensation problem, it is important that
for any given initial Mach numberM1, there exists an

upper limit of Qmax that exactly leads to M2 ¼ 1

Qmax ¼ qmax

cpT01
¼ (M2

1 � 1)2

2(gþ 1)M2
1 (1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2

1 )

(12)

When heat addition leads to sonic conditions
behind the supply, the flow is called thermally
choked. For values Q . Qmax, the square roots yield
imaginary values that means no steady-state
solution exists. For heat removal Q , 0, no such
limit exists. For M1 ! 1, Q approaches asymptoti-
cally a finite upper limit Qmax depending on the
specific heat ratio g (Fig. 2).

Preserving the threshold value of Qmax in transonic
flow restricts the possible supply to small disturb-
ances. For M1 ! 1, Qmax vanishes to zero. Therefore,
sonic flow in a constant area with Q . 0 must
become unsteady. For water vapour and water
vapour/carrier gas mixtures of q/cpT01 ¼ 0.1, con-
densation onset Mach numbers typically are below
1.3. From Fig. 3, it is evident that this is too high to
remain in steady state and explains the necessary
formation of unsteady phenomena.

The following graph shows various solutions for
M1 . 1 with heat addition and heat removal.
Figure 4 shows that heat addition shifts the resulting
Mach number M2 towards the critical state M2 ¼ 1
for both, the weak and the shock solutions. Com-
pared with adiabatic flow, the static pressure
increases and decreases for the weak and the shock
solutions, respectively. The opposite tendency
exists for a shock in condensing vapour with dis-
persed saturated droplets where the temperature

Fig. 2 Maximumheat additionQmax in steady constant

area flow depending on Mach number M1 and

specific heat ratio g
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increase through the shock causes evaporation of
droplets. This shock-induced evaporation happens
typically at the rear boundary of clouds around
airplanes flying at high angle of attack and/or with
transonic Mach numbers at low altitudes with
substantial natural humidity content in the
atmosphere.

Figure 5 shows the Hugoniot curves for
Q ¼ q/cpT01 . 0, Q , 0, and for adiabatic flow. The

Hugoniot curves for heat addition and removal are
aboveandbelow theadiabatic curve, respectively [1, 2]

p2

p1
¼ g�1

gþ1

� (2g=(g�1))(q=cpT1)þ (gþ1)=(g�1)� (r1=r2)

r1=r2� ((g�1)=(gþ1))

(13)

The intersection with the Rayleigh line

p2

p1
� 1 ¼ �gM2

1

r1
r2

� 1

� �
(14)

yields all possible solutions. As quantitative example
for M1 ¼ 1.3 and Q4 ¼ 0.04, M2, p2/p1, r2/r1, and
T2/T1 behind the heat addition are shown in Figs 6
and 7 for the weak and shock solutions, respectively.

What is different for heat addition in subsonic
flow M1 , 1? The previous discussion presumes that
the initial conditions are known and kept constant.
Because of the upstream influence of all disturbances
in subsonic flow, an initial Mach number M1 , 1
ahead of a heating zone immediately changes accord-
ing to the boundary condition behind the heat
addition and the strength of the upstream effect.
Figure 8 shows a simplified model and demonstrates
that for the constant pressure pe at the subsonic exit
the static pressure of the oncoming flow p1 depends
on the amount of heat addition itself. Because of the

Fig. 3 Transonic regime of maximum heat addition

Qmax in steady constant area flow depending

on Mach number M1 and specific heat ratio g

Fig. 4 Mach number M2 in adiabatic flow (q ¼ 0), with heat addition (q . 0), and with heat

removal (q , 0); M2,1 – weak solution; M2,2 – shock solution
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second law of thermodynamics, shocks cannot exist
in subsonic flow, although the entropy variation
depending on the Mach number includes a mathe-
matical solution in this region (Fig. 9). Therefore, in
flowswith subsonic heat addition, onlyweak solutions
exist. Nevertheless, in tendency all trends of the results
derived for supersonic heat addition (weak solution
only) are inverted. The elliptical nature of the problem
requires an iterative technique to find steady-state
solutions for heat addition in subsonic flow.

2.1.3 Stagnation properties after supersonic heat
addition

The increase of the stagnation temperature follows
immediately from the energy conservation of
equation (3)

cpT1 þw2
1

2

� �
(1þQ)¼ cpT2 þw2

2

2
with w1 ¼w2 ¼ 0

cpT01(1þQ)¼ cpT02

T02

T01
¼ 1þQ

(15)

This result is independent of the Mach number
and therefore valid for supersonic and subsonic

flows (Fig. 10(a)). Furthermore, it is valid for the
weak and shock solutions because the stagnation
temperature doesnot change across a steady adiabatic
shock. The pressure ratio (p02/p01)1,2 is calculated by
combining the standard isentropic relations forp1/p01,
p2/p02 with p1/p2 and equation (10) forM2 giving

p02

p01

� �
1,2

¼

1þ (g=(gþ 1))(M2
1 � 1)½ �� �

� 1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2
1 (1� (1=(gþ 1))

�
�((M2

1 � 1)=M2
1 )½ �)=(1þ

(g=(gþ 1))(M2
1 � 1)½ �)�g=(g�1)

(1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2
1 )

g=(g�1)

(16)

with

½ � ¼ 1+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Q

Qmax

s" #
(17)

From the second law of thermodynamics, it follows
immediately that the stagnation pressure ratio
decreases by heat addition. For M1 ! 1 and Q ¼
Qmax, i.e. [ ] ¼ 1, we obtain

lim
M1!1
Q¼Qmax

p02

p01

� �
1,2

( )

� lim
M1!1

M2
1 {M

2
1 (1� 1=(gþ 1))}g=(g�1)

M2(g=(g�1))
1 M2(g=(g�1))

1

� lim
M1!1

1

M2=(g�1)
1

¼ 0

Figures 10(b) and (c) show the quantitative par-
ameter range of the weak and shock solutions relevant
for homogeneously condensing flows. The limiting
curve Q ¼ Qmax corresponds to the solution of
equation (12) describing the maximum amount of
heat addition in steady flow and for given supersonic
Mach number M1 (Fig. 3). From Fig. 10(c) it follows
that for the example under consideration with
M1 ¼ 1.3 andQ ¼ q/cpT01 ¼ 0.04, the entire stagnation
pressure loss (p02/p01)2 is approximately 4 per cent. As
the diabatic compression due to the supersonic heat
addition shifts the supersonic Mach number close to
the limiting curve Q ¼ Qmax with M2 ¼ 1, the remain-
ing adiabatic shock is very weak and the stagnation
pressure loss of this additional shock is therefore neg-
ligible. In this case, the entire stagnation pressure loss
is completely controlledby thecontributionof theheat
addition (Dp0/p01)q. For comparison, an adiabatic
normal shock starting at M1 ¼ 1.3 causes only about

Fig. 5 Hugoniot curves for adiabatic flow, heat

addition (q . 0), heat removal (q , 0), and

Rayleigh line; solutions for M1 . 1
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2 per cent stagnation pressure loss. For the stagnation
density ratio (Fig. 10(d))

r02
r01

� �
1,2

¼

(1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2
1

�((1� (1=(gþ 1))((M2
1 � 1)=M2

1 )½ �)=(1
þ((g=(gþ 1))(M2

1 � 1)½ �))1=(g�1)

(1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2
1 )

1=(g�1)

�(1� (1=(gþ 1))((M2
1 � 1)=M2

1 )½ �)
(18)

From the equation of state for a perfect gas law it
follows that for heat addition, i.e. increase of T0, the

decrease of the stagnation pressure p0 must be lower
than the decrease of the stagnation density r0.

2.1.4 Equivalence of heat and mass addition

If mass and heat are added to the flow, the conserva-
tion of mass changes into

r1w1(1þm) ¼ r2w2 (19)

whereas equations (2) to (5) of the system of govern-
ing equations remain unchanged. Here m is the

Fig. 6 Static properties after supersonic heat addition depending on M1 – weak solution: (a)

Mach number M2; (b) pressure ratio p2/p1; (c) density ratio r2/r1; (d) temperature ratio

T2/T1; the circle indicates the example with M1 ¼ 1.3 and Q4 ¼ 0.04
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normalized amount of mass addition

m ¼ 1

r1w1
(20)

As before in case of energy supply (equation (3)),
the present model assumes that mass is added to the
flow by a mass source without any change of the
momentum and energy conservation. Solving this
new system of equation (19), equations (2) to (5)
yield [1, 2]

w2

w1

� �
1,2

(1þm)¼ r1
r2

� �
1,2

(1þm)2

¼ 1

gþ 1
gþ 1

M2
1

�

+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþ 1

M2
1

� �2

�2(gþ 1)

�ð 1

M2
1

þg�1

2

�
(1þQ)(1þm)2

vuuuuuut

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(21)

Fig. 7 Static properties after supersonic heat addition depending on M1 – shock solution:

(a) Mach number M2; (b) pressure ratio p2/p1; (c) density ratio r2/r1; (d) temperature

ratio T2/T1; the square indicates the example with M1 ¼ 1.3 and Q4 ¼ 0.04
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p2

p1

� �
1,2

¼ M2
1

gþ 1
gþ 1

M2
1

�

+g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gþ 1

M2
1

� �2

�2(gþ1)

� 1

M2
1

þg�1

2

� �
(1þQ)(1þm)2

vuuuuuut

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(22)

(M2)
2
1,2¼

gþ (1=M2
1 )+

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(gþ (1=M2

1 ))
2

�2(gþ1)

�(1=M2
1 þ (g�1)=2)

�(1þQ)(1þm)2

vuuuuuut

gþ (1=M2
1 )+g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(gþ (1=M2

1 ))
2

�2(gþ1)

�(1=M2
1 þ (g�1)=2)

�(1þQ)(1þm)2

vuuuuuut
(23)

From equations (21) to (23) it follows immediately
that in the radicand the two factors (1þQ) and
(1þm)2 are equivalent and can be exchanged by
each other. This leads to the important conclusion
that heat and mass additions in compressible flow
are equivalent and emphasize again the tendency

of heat addition in compressible flows leading to
thermal choking independent of whether the initial
state is sub- or supersonic.

2.1.5 Unsteady state, Q . Qmax

If the amount of heat added to the flow exceeds Qmax

for a given Mach number M1, equations (6) to (10)
yield complex results, i.e. no steady flow exists. This
problem has been investigated by Bartlmä [3, 4] for
different initial conditions. This article discusses
the most interesting example when heat is added to
a flow with M1 ¼ 1, i.e. when the flow ahead of the
heat or equivalent mass addition is already under
the condition of maximum mass flux density with
Qmax ¼ 0. The solution of this problem is instructive
and shows the following interesting details (Fig. 11).

For t , 0, the steady flow is undisturbed with
M1 ¼ 1 throughout in the tube. At t ¼ 0 instan-
taneously a small amount of heat q0 is added to the
flow. Because of the incompatibility of any additional
displacement effect caused by the equivalent mass
addition, two shock waves (SI and SII) start instan-
taneously in front and behind the zone of heat
addition and move monotonically upstream into
the oncoming flow and downstream toward the exit
of the tube, respectively. Owing to these two
unsteady shock waves, the conditions ahead and
behind the heat addition zone are altered in such a
manner that the given amount of heat q0 becomes
consistent with steady flow across the heating zone.
In other words, the variation of all variables, such
as pressure, density, velocity, and Mach number
across the heating zone, complies with the steady-
state equations. Nevertheless, the whole problem is
unsteady due to the monotonically moving shock
waves in the far-field.

Figure 11 depicts the qualitative Mach number
distribution and quantitative results for q0/cpT1 ¼ 0.1
and the specific heat ratio g ¼ 1.4. Across the shock
SI, the Mach number decreases from M1 ¼ 1 to
M5 ¼ 0.654and, as expected for subsonicheat addition,
it increases to M4 ¼ 0.970 but remains subsonic in
region (4) behind the supply. Areas (3) and (4) are
separated by the so-called contact surface C. It separ-
ates the heated fluid of region (4) and the colder fluid
of region (3), which is compressed by the shock SII.
Owing to the acceleration of the flow across the
moving shock SII that moves into sonic flow with
M2 ¼ 1, the Mach number behind SII becomes slightly
supersonic with M3 ¼ 1.020. Because of the condition
of constant flow velocity across the contact surface
and the higher temperature, i.e. higher speed of
sound, in region (4) the Mach number changes from
sub- to supersonic across the contact surface C.
Figure 12 shows subsequently the static values of the

Fig. 8 Supersonicheatadditionwithoutupstreameffect

(left); subsonic heat addition with upstream

effect for given static pressure pe at the exit of

the tube (right)

Fig. 9 Variation of specific entropy depending on M1

across a normal adiabatic shock
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pressure ratio p/p1, the density ratio r/r1, and the
temperature disturbance T/T1.

2.2 Heat addition Q(x) in one-dimensional
nozzle flow, A 5 A(x)

2.2.1 Differential equations

For one-dimensional Laval nozzle flow (Fig. 13) with
givenheat addition, the systemof governing equations

reads for

mass:
1

r

dr

dx
þ 1

w

dw

dx
þ 1

A

dA

dx
¼ 0 (24)

momentum: w
dw

dx
¼ � 1

r

dp

dx
(25)

with gp/r ¼ c 2

1

w

dw

dx
þ 1

gM2

1

p

dp

dx
¼ 0

Fig. 10 Stagnation properties after supersonic heat addition depending on M1; (a) temperature

ratio T02/T01 (weak and shock solutions): (b) pressure ratio p02/p01 (weak solution);

(c) pressure ratio p02/p01 (shock solution); (d) density ratio r02/r01 (shock solution);

circles and squares correspond to the example with M1 ¼ 1.3 and Q4 ¼ 0.04
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and for the conservation of energy

cp
dT

dx
þw

dw

dx
¼ dq

dx

or

� 1

r

dr

dx
þ 1

g

1

p

dp

dx
¼ 1

cpT

dq

dx
(26)

Together with the differential equation of state

1

p

dp

dx
� 1

r

dr

dx
� 1

T

dT

dx
¼ 0 (27)

and known functions for A(x) and q(x), there are four
equations for the four unknowns w(x), p(x), r(x), and

Fig. 11 Unsteady flow caused by heat addition

exceeding Qmax, here M1 ¼ 1! Qmax ¼ 0,

g ¼ 1.4, instantaneous disturbance q0/cpT01 ¼
0.1; SI, SII – upstream and downstream moving

shock waves, respectively; C – contact surface

(top); Mach number distribution (bottom)

Fig. 12 Unsteady flow caused by heat addition exceeding Qmax, here M1 ¼ 1 ! Qmax ¼ 0,

g ¼ 1.4, instantaneous disturbance q0/cpT01 ¼ 0.1; pressure ratio p/p1; density ratio

r/p1 and temperature ratio T/T1 in the tube
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T(x). For the corresponding differential equations

1

w

dw

dx
¼ � 1

1�M2

1

A

dA

dx
� 1

cpT

dq

dx

� �
(28)

1

r

dr

dx
¼ 1

1�M2
M2 1

A

dA

dx
� 1

cpT

dq

dx

� �
(29)

1

p

dp

dx
¼ gM2

1�M2

1

A

dA

dx
� 1

cpT

dq

dx

� �
(30)

1

T

dT

dx
¼ 1

p

dp

dx
� 1

r

dr

dx

1

T

dT

dx
¼ 1

1�M2

(g� 1)M2

A

dA

dx
þ (1� gM2)

1

cpT

dq

dx

� �

(31)

and with the definition of the Mach number M ¼
w=c ¼ w=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gRT

p

1

M

dM

dx
¼ 1

w

dw

dx
� 1

2T

dT

dx
1

M

dM

dx
¼ � 1

1�M2
1þ g� 1

2
M2

� �
1

A

dA

dx

�

� 1þ gM2

2

1

cpT

dq

dx

�
(32)

Equation (32) demonstrates clearly the equivalent
influenceofA(x) andq(x) oncompressibleflows.How-
ever, due to the negative sign they act in the opposite
direction. In comparison with isentropic nozzle flow,
heat addition (dq/dx . 0) has an effect like a decrease
of the geometrical cross-sectional area A(x), i.e. accel-
eration in subsonic flow and deceleration in superso-
nic flow, which confirms our previously discussed
equivalence ofmass and heat addition. Only the influ-
ence of heat addition on the temperature gradient

changes its sign in a narrow range below Mach
number 1. From equation (31) it follows that in subso-
nic flow for M , 1/g1/2 the second term in the braces
tends to increase the temperature gradient. However,
between 1/g1/2 , M , 1 this tendency is inverted
and both terms in the braces tend to decrease the
temperature gradient which is an interesting variation
of the exchange between internal and kinetic energy in
the transonic regime.

To solve the coupled system of equations (28) to
(32), the temperature in equation (32) is eliminated
by the energy balance

T ¼ T01
1þ (q=cpT01)

1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2
(33)

After insertion into equation (32), the differential
equation for the Mach number, only dependent on
the known functions A(x) and q(x), is obtained

1

M

dM

dx
¼ 1þ ((g� 1)=2)M2

M2 � 1

� 1

A

dA

dx
� 1þ gM2

2(1þ q=cpT01)

d(q=cpT01)

dx

� �
(34)

2.2.2 Singularities and thermal choking

Aside of special cases, e.g. for heat addition at con-
stant Mach number Mq ¼ const. or if M � 1 with
isobaric supply, the transition from supersonic to
subsonic flow and vice versa requires a careful analy-
sis of the nature of the different singularities occur-
ring in equation (34).

Assuming supersonic heat addition, the Mach
number relatively or absolutely decreases towards
sonic condition M ¼ 1 (Fig. 14).

Fig. 13 Sketch of two-dimensional plane circular arc

Laval nozzle with specified cross-sectional

area A ¼ A(x)

Fig. 14 Sketch of Mach number distribution in one-

dimensional Laval nozzle flow with heat

addition compared with the isentropic

expansion; upper curves – pure supersonic

heat addition; lower curve – supersonic heat

addition with embedded subsonic region
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If the Mach number approaches 1, the necessary
condition for a finite gradient (dM/dx)M¼1=1 requires
for the expression in the braces of equation (34)

1

A

dA

dx
� 1þ g

2

d(q=cpT01)=dx

1þ (q=cpT01)
¼ 0

Thismeans the gradient of the cross-sectional area dA/
dx of the Laval nozzle and the gradient of the heat
addition dq/dx must be properly adjusted, otherwise
singularities cannot be avoided. If this severe condition
is fulfilled, a steadyflowsolutionwith three sonicpoints
and a local subsonic area embedded in supersonic flow
regions are obtained (Fig. 16(f )).

Without exception, in flows with non-equilibrium
condensation, the gradient of the instantaneous
heat addition is always much greater than the area
variation dA/dx. With

1

A

dA

dx
� 1þ g

2

d(q=cpT01)=dx

1þ (q=cpT01)

this results in

lim
M!1

1

M

dM

dx
¼ �1

i.e. the flow becomes thermally choked (Fig. 15). For
a more detailed mathematical theory of thermal
chocking of quasi one-dimensional nozzle flow, see
Delale et al. [5].

The integral curve starting at the reservoir and
passing through the nozzle throat turns into the
centre of a spiral. Steady throughflow requires a
jump from the integral curve rolling up the spiral to
the lower branch emerging from the spiral towards
the nozzle exit. In classical gas dynamics and with
the assumption of infinite thickness, this is an adia-
batic normal shock. Behind this shock, due to the
continuous heat addition, the flow accelerates and
it establishes automatically the continuous transition
through M ¼ 1 and expands further to supersonic

Fig. 15 Sketch of evolution of Mach number in steady

Laval nozzle flow with supercritical heat

addition and adiabatic shock

Fig. 16 Sketch of one-dimensional Laval nozzle flow

with heat addition; summary of qualitative

solutions consisting of saddle points, nodal

points, and with spirals; original picture of

Möhring [6]
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Mach numbers according to the specified low
pressure pe at the nozzle exit.

This discontinuous flow is characterized with a
steady shock just after the onset of heat addition as
flowwith supercritical heat addition.Here the topology
of the solution consists of three singularities: the
classical adiabatic saddle point at the nozzle throat,
the spiral, and a second saddle point where the flow
accelerates again to M . 1.

Möhring [6] investigated analytically all singular-
ities of equation (34) at M ¼ 1 for Laval nozzle flow
with specified heat addition by assuming reasonable
analytical expressions for A(x) and of q(x) – superso-
nic heat addition only. After local linearization of
equation (34) in the vicinity of the singularities, the
discussion of the characteristic homogeneous differ-
ential equation yields all possible trajectories emer-
ging from the singular points. Figure 16 shows the
qualitative results consisting of saddle points, nodal
points, and spirals. In Fig. 16, the position of x1
marks the location of the nozzle throat characterized
by a saddle point singularity as know from isentropic
flow. At x2 the topology consists of spirals or nodal
points, completed by saddle points at x3 and qualitat-
ive trajectories in between. In the first example
(Fig. 16(a)), the flow remains subsonic at the throat
and behind to some extent. Owing to heat addition,
it accelerates in the divergent nozzle regime to super-
sonic Mach flow creating an effective throat with
M ¼ 1. This topology is typical for strong supersonic
heat addition (see numerical example in Fig. 19).
Figure 16(b) represents the opposite case. Here the
flow accelerates adiabatically through the throat to
M . 1 and the supersonic heat addition deforms
the trajectory only a little bit (see calculated result

in Fig. 17). This type corresponds to the weak sol-
ution respectively to subcritical heat addition. In
Fig. 16(c), there exists no single trajectory starting
at M , 1 and connecting with the regime M . 1.
However, if a normal shock links the upper branch
of the spiral with the lower one, this type represents
diabatic flow with supercritical heat addition (for
comparison, see the numerical example in Fig. 18).
Figures 16(d) and (e) belong to similar steady dia-
batic flows as shown by Figs 16(a) and (b). The type
of singularity appearing at x2 depends mainly on
the gradients of A(x) and q(x). The lowest picture
(Fig. 16(f)) depicts the interesting configuration
with continuous compression back to subsonic
flow according to the necessary condition of simul-
taneous vanishing numerator of equation (34) at
M ¼ 1, realized by a nodal point between two
saddle points.

2.2.3 Numerical examples

Figures 17 and 18 show numerical examples, assum-
ing a slightly curved two-dimensional plane circular
arc nozzle with a cooling rate –dT/dt � 0.4 K/ms
(nozzle No. 8 – see Table 1). The chosen analytical
function q(x) for the heat addition is quantitatively
representative for non-equilibrium condensation of
water vapour mixed in carrier gas, starting from a
reservoir with T01 ¼ 293 K and p01 ¼ 1 bar [7].

The first result represents the continuous or sub-
critical flow type (Fig. 16(b) of Möhring’s topology)
with isentropic acceleration through the geometrical
nozzle throat and a weak supersonic compression
after the onset of heat addition. The spiral between
the two saddle points deforms this integral curve

Fig. 17 Continuous Laval nozzle flow (nozzle No. 8 –

see Table 1) with isentropic acceleration

through the throat and weak supersonic

compression after onset of subcritical heat

addition at onset Mach number Monset ¼
1.257 – numerical result

Fig. 18 Laval nozzle flow (nozzle No. 8 – see Table 1)

with supercritical heat addition and steady

normal shock for the same onset Mach

number Monset ¼ 1.257 but a slightly steeper

gradient of the specified function q(x) –

numerical result
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only a little bit behind the given onset of heat
addition at the onset Mach number Monset ¼ 1.257.

For the same onset Mach number Monset ¼ 1.257
and the same maximum amount of the added heat
but for a slightly steeper gradient dq/dx of the pre-
scribed analytical function q(x), the flow immedi-
ately becomes supercritical with a steady normal
shock (Fig. 18). Here the steady flow solution is
found by an iterative technique to fit an adiabatic
normal shock between the two branches of the
spiral. By avoiding thermal choking, this shock
enables steady flow close to the limit of stability. By
definition, this shock does not alter the specified
heat distribution q(x).

This second example reveals important character-
istics and similarities with condensing flows with
steady shocks. Typically the onset of heat addition
and the shock location are very close together.
This indicates that there exists only a very limited
range for stabilization of such flows by a normal

shock. If a shock could successfully be inserted
into this flow topology, the amount of added heat
ahead of this shock is very low, only a few per
cent, typically less than 2–3 per cent of the maxi-
mum amount of heat available. This means that
in the supercritical case approximately all heat is
supplied downstream of the shock. The position
of the shock close to the onset of macroscopic
heat addition is important for understanding the
reaction of shocks on vapour flows with nucleation
and droplet growth. This means that in this case the
shock locates only a bit downstream of the so-
called Wilson point with maximum supersaturation
and it decreases the growth of the smallest droplets
only by decreasing the supersaturation, but the
temperature increase is not as much that it could
cause de-nucleation. Therefore, a steady shock in
condensing flow causes a change of the gradient
of the growth of the condensate mass fraction g
(discussed later).

If the gradient of the given heat supply q(x) is
further increased, with constant onset Mach
number and the same maximum amount of heat as
before, the trial for shock fitting fails, meaning that
the analytical normal shock condition can no
longer be fulfilled and the topology between the
singularities changes (Fig. 19). The second singular-
ity is still a spiral, but no shock can be fitted between
the oncoming integral curve which accelerates to
M ¼ 1 at the geometrical throat at x/y� ¼ 0 and
rolls up into the centre and any other integral curve
connected with the nozzle exit. This means that no
steady throughflow exists under these conditions
with M ¼ 1 at the nozzle throat (x/y� ¼ 0).

Nevertheless, there are several integral curves that
clearly represent steady-state solutions but with sub-
sonic flow at the throat (x/y� ¼ 0). For instance, if the
subsonic Mach number is approximately constant
(i.e. 0.75) till the onset of heat addition then, driven
by the heat addition, the flow accelerates in the
divergent nozzle part to M ¼ 1 and continuously to
supersonic flow towards the prescribed low pressure
at the nozzle exit. In other words, the equivalent dis-
placement effect of the heat addition forms in the

Table 1 Geometric data and cooling rates of two-dimensional, axisymmetric nozzles under consideration

Nozzle y� (mm) R� (mm) y�=R� �dT
dx

� 	�
one-dimensional293K

(K/cm) �dT
d t

� 	�
one-dimensional293K

(K/ms)

2 30 100 0.3000 11.51 0.33
3 60 200 0.3000 5.76 0.16
4 15 400 0.0375 8.14 0.23
5 30 200 0.1500 8.14 0.23
6 60 100 0.6000 8.14 0.23
7 30 584 0.0514 4.76 0.14
8 20 127 0.1575 12.51 0.36
A1 45 300 0.1500 5.43 0.16
A1A 45 300 0.1500 5.43 0.16
A1 3D 45 300 0.1500 7.68 0.22

Fig. 19 Laval nozzle flow (nozzle No. 8 – see Table 1)

with heat addition and for the same onset

Mach number Monset ¼ 1.257, but with

further steepened gradient of the specified

function q(x) – numerical result. Shock

fitting is not possible, the topology

rearranges to subcritical heat addition with

M , 1 at the nozzle throat
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divergent nozzle part an effective minimum cross
section [1, 2] and yields critical flow conditions
with M ¼ 1 far behind the onset heat addition. This
is exactly what equation (31) expresses as necessary
condition if M ! 1 and if the gradients of dA/dx
and dq/qx balance each other. What is interesting
to note here is that a previously steady-state super-
critical flow pattern changes into another steady-
state solution with subcritical heat addition. This
result corresponds to Fig. 16(a) of Möhring’s
topology.

Thus, instantaneous increase of the gradient of a
specified heat addition q(x) in steady diabatic
nozzle flow as shown in Fig. 18 causes pressure
waves that monotonically decrease the oncoming
Mach number ahead of the onset of heat addition
till a new subcritical steady-state solution establishes
according to Fig. 19. Obviously, this disturbance
causes a transient switch from one initially steady-
state configuration to another steady-state solution
but no oscillatory dynamics or self-excitation
develops.

In conclusion, self-excitation with periodic oscil-
lations is only possible if the physical nature of the
phase transition process and the two-way coupling
with the diabatic compression waves and shocks
are included in the flow model.

3 SELF-EXCITED PERIODIC INSTABILITIES

3.1 Mechanism of self-excitation

We have already seen how monotonic unsteady
waves develop in constant-area flow after instan-
taneous addition of heat exceeding the threshold
value Qmax. However, at initial steady vapour flow
with A ¼ const., i.e. at constant pressure and temp-
erature, there is no driving potential for phase tran-
sition with nucleation and droplet growth. Thus,
from this flow model unsteady phenomena are not
to be expected after replacing the fluid by a con-
densable vapour or vapour/carrier gas mixture.
Self-excitation in condensing flows requires gradi-
ents of pressure and temperature with acceleration,
subcooling and supersaturation, and is therefore
only possible at initial steady flow with varying
cross-section.

If the heat addition is coupled to the flow in both
directions, i.e. if heat is released to the flow after
onset of condensation and if this latent heat release
initiates pressure waves according to our previous
model, the upstream travelling waves and the related
temperature increase interact with the condensate
consisting of very small droplets. This reduces the
supersaturation and therefore the nucleation rate.
The reduction of the nucleation rate results in a

decrease of the growth rate of the condensate mass
fraction. In other words, the compression waves,
caused by the latent heat addition itself, tend to
decrease the driving mechanism of the heat release
instantaneously and therefore the heat release
itself. Then instantaneously expansion waves tend
to re-establish the adiabatic Mach number distri-
bution according to the specified area A(x), the flow
accelerates toM ¼ 1 close to the throat and to super-
sonic flow further downstream. But now the super-
saturation increases and the nucleation process
intensifies again, a new supercritical shock forms
and the following period of the self-excitation mech-
anism starts. In a given Laval nozzle, the frequency
of this self-excited oscillation is controlled by the
condensable vapour mass content. Typical frequen-
cies are of the order of 1 kHz. Relevant aspects of
this interesting dynamical phenomenon will be
discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Physical modelling of the condensation
process

The formation of droplets in supercooled vapour is
considered by the nucleation theory. Reviews of the
kinetic and statistical mechanics’ approaches to the
theory are presented in this issue by Bakhtar et al.
[8] and by Ford [9], respectively. Therefore, it is
repeated here only a few details that are necessary
for understanding of this what follows. All compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations presented
here are based on the classical nucleation theory of
Volmer [10] and Frenkel [11]. It is obvious that this
steady-state capillary theory is problematical if the
critical nuclei radii are of the order of 1029 m and
for applications with high-frequency oscillations as
typical for transonic flows under consideration.
However, if macroscopic gas dynamic effects, i.e.
the integral effects, are in focus and if quantitative
accurate determination of local nucleation rates at
each instant and at each location in the flow field is
not the main concern, all experience based on
detailed comparison with experiments confirms the
convincing capability of this classical theory.
Among the many existing modifications of the classi-
cal nucleation theory, the revised models of Dill-
mann and Meier [12] and of Lamanna [13] show
excellent quantitative agreement with measured
nucleation rates in steady and unsteady flows,
respectively. Depending on the application, pure
homogeneous nucleation or simultaneous homo-
geneous/heterogeneous nucleation on pre-existing
solid particles, simulating natural impurities, or arti-
ficial seeding, together with appropriate droplet
growth models, is investigated. Quantitative data of
the a priori unknown microscopic model parameters
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have to be determined by detailed comparison with
experiments based on measurements of pressure
and density, and on flow visualizations. Comparing
the characteristic frequency for formation of critical
nuclei indicates that the steady-state nucleation
theory is still appropriate for simulation of unsteady
flows in the frequency range of the order of 1 kHz.

The existence of carrier does not change the prin-
cipal characteristics of condensation dynamics in
compressible flow, including the formation of
instabilities. However, it is clear that fluid properties
such as specific heat ratio and latent heat control the
diabatic effects, and the operating conditions vary
depending on the nature of the working fluid as
pure vapour or as mixture of vapour and carrier
gas. Mosnier [14] investigated oscillations in Laval
nozzles with the focus on the influence of the specific
heat ratio. Experiments were carried out in a Ludwieg
tube with emphasis on water vapour condensation
depending on the nature of the carrier gas. Mono-
atomic carrier gases tend to shift the onset of con-
densation towards subsonic flow. As experimental
investigation including visualization of such flows
in indraft wind tunnels is much easier under atmos-
pheric temperature conditions, instead of operating
with superheated vapour, most of the experiments
available in the literature deal with humid air and
are therefore used here for explaining the physical
nature of the topology of self-excited instabilities of
condensing flows.

3.3 Self-excited oscillations in Laval nozzles

The phenomenon of self-excited oscillations in
condensing nozzle flows has been discovered by
Schmidt [15] performing experiments in a small
atmospheric indraft wind tunnel. Barschdorff [16]
performed the first quantitative experiments for
investigation of the frequency dependence by using
the same test facility. Figure 20 shows a sequence
of one cycle in the slender circular arc nozzle No. 7
(y� ¼ 30 mm, R� ¼ 584 mm – see Table 1) used for
this pioneering work. The fluid is humid air of
f0 ¼ 83 per cent and x ¼ 9.5 gvapour/kgdry air.

The isochoric structure of the flow is visualized
here using Mach–Zehnder interferometry and a
high-speed Strobodrum camera; the Mach–Zehnder
interferometer is adjusted with finite fringe width.
The flow direction is from left to right, time starts
at the left column on top. At left in the converging
nozzle part, a discontinuity moving into the oncom-
ing flow is observed; this is the for-runner shock of
the previous period. At the right side of the throat,
a weak disturbance builds up, steepens while
moving towards the throat and forms the new
shock of the following period, here with a frequency
of 749 Hz.

Figure 21 shows a Schlieren sequence of the same
phenomenon in the circular arc nozzle No. 4
(y� ¼ 15 mm, R� ¼ 400 mm – see Table 1) and for
reservoir conditions f0 ¼ 91 per cent and x ¼
12.2 gwater vapour/kgmixture [17]. In both examples, the
shock forms in transonic/supersonic flow in the
right-hand divergent nozzle part. It moves upstream,
passes through the throat, accelerates, and dies out
in subsonic flow. This shock does not oscillate. It
movesmonotonically opposite to themain flowdirec-
tion. Here the frequency is significantly higher, i.e.
f ¼ 1145 Hz. The relevant part of the flow regime is
transonic and the latent heat release tends to establish
a supercritical shock. This shock does not find a
steady-state position and initiates self-excitation as
discussed in the previous section.

The first numerical simulations of unsteady two-
phase flows with non-equilibrium condensation of

Fig. 20 Mach–Zehnder interferograms of one periodic

cycle of self-excited oscillations of condensing

flow in nozzle No. 7 (see Table 1), flow from

left, starting at left column from top;

frequency f ¼ 749 Hz; indraft wind tunnel

experiment, operating with atmospheric

humid air, reservoir conditions: f0 ¼ 83%,

x ¼ 9.5 gvapour/kgdry air, original picture from

Barschdorff [16]
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water vapour were presented by Saltanov and
Tkalenko [18]. They applied an extended Gudunov
method to solve the one-dimensional Euler
equations coupled with the classical nucleation
theory of Frenkel. The theoretical treatments of
two-dimensional two-phase flows of steam and
comparison with cascade measurements are
reviewed in this issue by Bakhtar et al. [19]. An
investigation of unsteady flows of nucleating steam
in a convergent–divergent nozzle using a one-
dimensional treatment based on MacCormack’s
scheme is described by Skillings and Jackson [20].

An important step towards realistic simulations of
complex technical flows was the first two-dimen-
sional calculation of unsteady wet steam flow by
White and Young [21], based on the preceding
numerical investigation of Guha and Young [22].
Mundinger [23] developed an effective scheme to cal-
culate unsteady, homogeneously condensing flows
including carrier gas effects. Young [24] provided
the fundamental equations for accurate calculation
of gas-droplet multiphase flows. The numerical
results presented in this article have been obtained
using the vectored scheme described by Schnerr
and Dohrmann [25] and by Adam and Schnerr [26].

Figure 22 shows details of a numerical simulation
of the experiment according to Fig. 21 for the same
nozzle No. 4 and approximately the same reservoir
conditions. The first column at left-hand side depicts
the pressure waves and the moving shock.

If the shock enters the nucleation zone, it instan-
taneously reduces locally the peak value of the
nucleation rate J (second column). This interaction
intensifies rapidly and reaches a maximum when
the shock passes through the throat (Fig. 22, second
column, picture 3 from top). Quantitatively, the
peak value of the nucleation rate J decreases at this
instant from 1023 to 7 � 1018 m23 s21. This decreases
the latent heat release instantaneously, and further
downstream a tremendous nuclei formation sets in
(picture 4 from top). The corresponding condensate
formation, together with the related heat release
(third column), immediately produces compression
waves that steepen again, and finally the next shock
builds up and interacts with the nucleation process.
Figure 23 illustrates this dynamical process following
a streamline along the nozzle axis for the nucleation
rate J, the condensate mass fraction g/gmax, and the
normalized static pressure ratio p/p01.

It should be noted that the formation of the
new phase at the microscopic scale is clearly two-
dimensionally structured, even in this very slender
quasi-one-dimensional nozzle. This emphasizes
the sensitivity of the nucleation process for smallest
variations of thermodynamic variables.

3.3.1 Symmetric instabilities

3.3.1.1 Frequency dependence of quasi-one-
dimensional flow. All results in the previous chap-
ter were obtained with nozzles having small values
of the wall curvature parameter y�/R�, e.g. for
nozzle No. 4, y�/R� ¼ 15/400 ¼ 0.0375 and for
nozzle No. 7, y�/R� ¼ 30/584 ¼ 0.0514. To avoid any
additional complication caused by two-dimensional
wave phenomena, the following discussion of the
frequency dependence is restricted on such slender
nozzles.

Fig. 21 Schlieren pictures of self-excited shock

formation in nozzle No. 4 (see Table 1), flow

from left; frequency f ¼ 1145 Hz; indraft

wind tunnel experiment, operating with

atmospheric humid air, reservoir conditions:

T01 ¼ 291.65 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 91.0%,

x ¼ 9.5 gvapour/kgdry air
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Figure 24 collects the original data of the exper-
iments of Barschdorff (see, e.g. the interferograms
of Fig. 20); it depicts the frequency dependence on
the mixing ratio x (gvapour/kgdry air) for two different
nozzles (Nos 5 and 7). The important difference of
the nozzles No. 5 and 7 is the temperature gradient,
(2dT/dx)�one-dimensional ¼ 8.14 K/cm for nozzle No. 5
and (2dT/dx)�one-dimensional ¼ 4.76 K/cm for nozzle No.
7. Barschdorff found the limit of one-dimensional
stability between x ¼ 8 and 9 g/kg. In one and the
same nozzle, the frequency increases with the
mixing ratio. This is quite obvious, because a larger
amount of condensate initiates stronger pressure
waves and therefore faster moving shocks. Similar

results of unsteady condensing nozzle flows are
reported by Matsuo et al. [27].

Figure 24 shows also that the frequency increases
with the temperature gradient or with the accelera-
tion in the nozzle. The reason is the decrease of the
amplitude of the shock motion in nozzles of higher
gradients, although this effect yields higher conden-
sation onset Mach numbers what tends in opposite
direction. These original data indicate a monotonic
increase of the frequency with relative humidity f0

of the upstream reservoir including the region near
the limit of stability. More careful investigations of
this subject showed that this is only true at the
right-hand side of a sharp frequency minimum. At

Fig. 22 Inviscid numerical simulation of one cycle of self-excited oscillations of condensing flow

from left in nozzle No. 4 – unsteady interaction of upstream moving shock with static

pressure, nucleation rate, condensate mass fraction, and frozen Mach number – from

left; frequency f ¼ 1122 Hz; atmospheric humid air, reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K,

p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 90.0%, x ¼ 15.02 gvapour/kgdry air
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left of this minimum, the opposite tendency prevails;
here the frequency decreases rapidly with increasing
relative humidity f0 of the upstream reservoir. The
numerical result of Fig. 25 calculated for nozzle
No. 4 with y�/R� ¼ 0.0375 is well confirmed by exper-
iments including the existence of the minimum [28].
Topology of the frequency variation of these
experimental and numerical results are in excellent
agreement with the pioneering experiments [29].

From Schlieren streak registrations it is evident
that the frequency minimum separates two dynami-
cal modes of the moving shock. Mode 1 (Figs 25 and
27(a)), already discussed before, corresponds to the
branch with increasing frequency at the right-hand
side of the minimum. At left of the minimum, the
shock still forms in supersonic flow, moves
upstream but it does not pass through the throat.
Ahead of the throat it decelerates, stops, reverses,
and moves downstream in main flow direction.
Then it dies out before it returns to its origin –
mode 2 (Fig. 27(b)). At the same time a new shock
builds up. Obviously, the moving shock performs
an incomplete oscillation in the right-hand nozzle
part and the oncoming flow ahead of the throat
remains in steady state. The sharp minimum corre-
sponds exactly to the situation when the upstream

Fig. 23 Periodic oscillation in nozzle No. 4

corresponding to Fig. 22; time increases from

top, throat position at x ¼ 0; pressure ratio

p/p01, normalized condensate mass fraction

g/gmax and nucleation rate J (m23 s21)

(shaded area) at the nozzle axis; the lower

expansion curve starting at the ordinate at left

depicts the steady-state isentropic expansion

Fig. 24 Influence of themixing ratio x [gvapour/kgdry air]

on the frequency of self-excited oscillations for

approximately constant reservoir values of

temperature T01 and pressure p01 according

to Barschdorff [16]; indraft wind tunnel

experiment, humid air, nozzle No. 7 –

T01 � 290.0 K, nozzle No. 5 – T01 � 286.0 K
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moving shock just stops at the throat at M ¼ 1. As
distinguished from mode 1, there is no periodic
variation of the oncoming mass flux that is an
important aspect for technical applications.

The sketch of Fig. 26 depicts the Schlieren streak
arrangement to register the shock motion along the
nozzle centerline. The flow field in the area of a
narrow slit at the nozzle axis is projected onto a
high-speed movie. Superposition of shock and film
motion yields the time-dependent shock location
including the local strength and frequency of the
shock (Figs 27(a) to (c)).

Concerning the condensate formation, modes 1
and 2 behave significantly different. As the shock
decelerates and stops instantaneously, there is a
much stronger interaction of the temperature
increase through the shock with the nucleation
process. The time-dependent mean value of the
condensate mass �g (gliquid/kgmixture) at the nozzle
exit depicts individual profiles, different in depth
and width according to the modes (Fig. 28); �g/gmax

is the, at the nozzle exit plane, area-averaged mean
value of the non-dimensional condensate mass frac-
tion at each instant of one oscillation period with
T as the time of one period. According to the stron-
gest interaction of shock and nucleation, the maxi-
mum reduction of the liquid phase is observed in
oscillations of mode 2 (Fig. 27(b)).

Figure 27(c) shows the third mode of oscillation for
supply conditions just a little bit above the stability
limit – mode 3. Now the shock oscillates periodically
with approximately constant strength and small

spatial amplitude in the divergent nozzle section
close to the limiting shock position of the steady
flow regime. The frequency of 956 Hz is typically as
high as that of mode 1 but the amplitude of the
shock motion is much smaller in comparison to the
other modes 1 and 2.

Barschdorff [30] performed further experiments
using his slender nozzle No. 7 but operating with
pure steam instead of humid air. In principle,
the same instability was observed. Figure 29
shows three interferograms of the self-excited for-
mation of unsteady moving shocks in steam flow
for the following reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 480 K,
p01 ¼ 1.16 bar. The resulting frequency of this
instability of mode 1 ( f ¼ 801 Hz) is of the same
order as found in experiments operating with mix-
tures of water vapour and carrier gas. The existence
of a distinct frequency minimum is further con-
firmed by numerical investigations of homoge-
neously condensing pure vapour flows [31].

So far, the existence of carrier does not change the
principal characteristics of these instabilities.

Fig. 25 Influence of the water vapour pressure ratio f0

on the oscillation frequency f for constant

reservoir temperature T01 ¼ 295.0 K and

pressure p01 ¼ 1.0 bar; humid air, nozzle No.

4 – inviscid numerical simulation

Fig. 26 Sketch of Schlieren streak technique for high-

speed registration of moving shocks
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However, reservoir conditions and supersaturation
vary depending on the nature of the working fluid
as pure vapour or as mixture of vapour and carrier
gas.

The first similarity law for the oscillation frequency
of this first-order instability was derived by Zierep
and Lin [32] based on the wind tunnel experiments
of Barschdorff operating with humid air. At Yale
University,Wegener andCagliostro [33] andWegener
and Mosnier [34] performed detailed experiments
using a Ludwieg tube and reported a dimensional
analysis of all essential variables including a stability
diagram for different nozzle shapes and carrier gas
influence. Sichel [35, 36] from the same group at
Yale developed a theory for description of unsteady
transonic flow with heat addition based on the

assumption of isentropic and irrotational flow, i.e.
the small disturbance potential equation. Petr [37]
considered the stability of a diabatic shock theoreti-
cally. Delale et al. [38] recently derived a mathema-
tical theory including a theoretical condition for the
limit of stability of a supercritical shock based on
asymptotic approach.

3.3.1.2 Wall curvature effects. What changes if
curvature effects are more intense? In flows with
strong streamline curvature, the highest supercool-
ing and the onset of heat addition locate at the
nozzle walls with maximum curvature. In transonic/
supersonic flow, all pressure and temperature dis-
turbances evolve from there along characteristics.
These waves interfere with the phase transition

Fig. 27 Schlieren streak registration of self-excited periodic shock formation/oscillation in

circular arc nozzle No. 4 (time increases from top, flow from left). The vertical black line

indicates the location of the nozzle throat, the dots represent the interval of one period
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process, which is controlled by thermodynamics and
therefore triggered by iso-lines or iso-surfaces of
constant temperature, and stabilize the flow via the
so-called subsonic heating fronts to remain in
steady state [39]. To demonstrate this effect, the
dynamical behaviour of oscillations in nozzles No.
4, 5, and 6 where (2dT/dt)�one-dimensional is kept con-
stant but the curvature parameter y�/R� varies more
than one order from 0.0375 to 0.6 is compared
Fig. 30).

Although the cooling rates are kept constant, the
frequency response for identical reservoir conditions
is completely different, e.g. for T01 ¼ 295 K the stabi-
lity limit moves from f0 ¼ 68 per cent for nozzle No.
4 to f0 ¼ 74 per cent for nozzle No. 6. As the main
effect, there exists no such distinct frequency mini-
mum as shown for quasi-one-dimensional nozzles.
In strongly curved nozzles, the instability separates
from the walls and restricts locally to a narrow
range around the nozzle axis. However, near the
walls the approximately steady-state pressure distri-
bution deviates significantly from adiabatic flow
(Fig. 31).

An interesting example is the expansion flow
around a sharp corner, known as Prandtl–Meyer
expansion (PME), if the fluids start to condense
within the centred expansion fan. The unique feature
of such flows is the strong variation of the cooling
rate 2dT/dt from infinite at the edge until zero in
the far-field. With the assumption of steady flow,
this problem has been investigated theoretically for
subcritical as well as for supercritical heat addition
by Delale and Crighton [40, 41]. The question is,

what happens in such at one side infinitely
unbounded flows, if the latent heat release increases
more and more, supposed the onset remains in the
regime M . 1. Experiments of Smith [42] and Frank
[43] showed that oscillatory instabilities form, similar
to those known from Laval nozzle flows. However, in
these experiments the flow was bounded by solid
walls from both sides, the lower wall formed the
sharp corner and the upper was a plane wall. In prin-
ciple, this configuration forms a half nozzle with a
centred expansion at the throat. So far, it is quite
understandable what was observed. Within a theor-
etically unbounded PME, where iso-lines of
temperature, pressure, etc. coincide with the
characteristics emerging from the edge, all
disturbances caused by the local heat addition
inside the fan evolve along iso-therms and tend to
interact with the condensation onset from the very

Fig. 28 Nozzle No. 4, time-dependent area-averaged

mean value of the normalized condensate

mass fraction �g=gmax at the nozzle exit for

modes 1, 2, and 3

Fig. 29 Mach–Zehnder interferograms of one periodic

cycle of self-excited oscillations of pure steam

flow in nozzle No. 7 (see Table 1), flow from

left, starting from top; frequency f ¼ 801 Hz;

Ludwieg tube, operating with water vapour,

reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 379.8 K, p01 ¼
1.16 bar, original picture from Barschdorff [30]
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beginning. This is the classical configuration of a
sonic heating front. If the unbounded PME with
respect to condensation dynamics is considered,
interpretation of this flow becomes even more com-
plex. Because of the diminishing cooling rate at great
distance from the edge, the flow remains fully frozen

at the edge and starts homogeneously nucleating
close to the edge. At some greater distance hetero-
geneous effects become important, finally dominant
and in the far-field condensation establishes in equi-
librium. Simultaneously, the onset of condensation
shifts towards saturation that usually locates in sub-
sonic flow and the PME model is no more valid. This
emphasizes the interesting nature of this special
diabatic flow type, but interpretation of such flows
requires careful considerations.

3.3.1.3 Stabilization by seeding. In flows of large-
scale units such as steam turbines, pure homo-
geneous nucleation would be rather unlikely. The
supply conditions of the working fluid, corrosion
inside the system, etc. pollute the vapour with impu-
rities that act as heterogeneous nuclei. During the
expansion flow, both processes, homogeneous
nucleation with droplet growth and wetting of the
heterogeneous particles, interact with each other
and the winner dominates the condensation process
and all macroscopic gas dynamic effects. The follow-
ing example shows how the increasing number con-
centration of seeding particles first weakly reduces
the oscillation frequency. Finally, the oscillation dis-
appears completely and the flow returns to steady
state. The main mechanism is the reduction of the
free energy, necessary for formation of nuclei, in
the presence of solid particles. This shifts the onset
of heat addition upstream, towards the saturation
state and into the subsonic flow region. The charac-
teristic diabatic compression ramp smears out and
allows the flow to remain in steady state. The two-
dimensional plane nozzle under consideration is
depicted in Fig. 32 and the Schieren-type simulation
(Fig. 33) shows how the frequency reduces in case of
increasing particle concentration. Figure 34 makes
clear that there exists typically a wide range of par-
ticle concentrations which is more or less ineffective
and without remarkable effect on the dominant

Fig. 30 Sketch of two-dimensional plane circular arc nozzles No. 4, 5, and 6 – from left, with

identical cooling rates (2dT/dt)�one-dimensional 293 K ¼ 0.23 K/ms

Fig. 31 Instantaneous pictures of local formation of

unsteady shocks in strongly curved Laval

nozzles, flow from left; top – nozzle No. 2,

bottom – nozzle No. 3 (see Table 1)
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homogeneous dynamics. However, in a narrow range
seeding becomes effective. Because artificial seeding
is appropriate to avoid additional non-
equilibrium losses in steam turbines, knowledge of
this most effective parameter range is an important
precondition.

3.3.2 Unsymmetric instabilities

3.3.2.1 Bifurcation and moving oblique shock
waves. Symmetric two-dimensional plane nozzle.
The characteristic feature of expanding flows in
circular arc nozzles for non-equilibrium phase
transition is the approximately constant cooling
rate 2dT/dt (K/ms) in the relevant transonic flow
region near the throat. Therefore, for good approxi-
mation to characterize the time-scale of such
plane circular arc nozzles the critical value at sonic
conditions is taken (2dT/dt)�. The constancy of
this important parameter, i.e. the linear variation
of all important thermodynamic variables such as
temperature and static pressure simplifies the pro-
blem essentially. But if during the expansion and
non-equilibrium condensation process, the time-
scale varies locally, understanding and interpretation
of the dynamics of this two-phase flow is more
sophisticated.

As an example, the nozzle already shown in Fig. 32
is investigated where the cooling rate at the throat
2(dT/dt)� ¼ 0.15 K/ms diminishes to zero at the
exit, i.e. with parallel outflow and constant isentropic
exit Mach number, here Me ¼ 1.2. From section 2.2,
it is clear that the absence of area variation increases
the flow sensitivity against diabatic disturbances.
Therefore, this nozzle type is well appropriate for
studying instabilities caused by latent heat release
in condensing flows. At the beginning and formoder-
ate values of f0, the known symmetric shock motion
of mode 1 is observed (Fig. 35, left).

In the range of approximately 45 per cent , f0 , 75
per cent, the frequency increases approximately line-
arly from 200 Hz to 400 Hz (Fig. 36). At f0 ¼ 75 per
cent, dynamics and flow pattern change completely.
The frequency increases suddenly to more than
800 Hz and oblique moving shock systems form and
move monotonically opposite to the oncoming flow
(Fig. 35, right).

This phenomenon was first detected in experi-
ments by Adam and Schnerr [26] and is perfectly
confirmed by numerical simulation using the Euler
equations. Careful numerical investigations confirm
that this new instability in the unsteady flow region
and the bifurcation are not controlled by viscous
effects. It is definitely an inviscid instability and
represents an interesting example for bifurcation of
the Euler equations in the unsteady transonic flow
regime. Theoretical solutions by Simpson and
White [44] predict similar bifurcations in pure
steam flow.

The sudden increase of frequency and static
pressure disturbance are of immediate practical
interest. Moreover, this very unusual dynamical
behaviour of shock waves in homogeneously con-
densing flows is of fundamental interest for investi-
gations of dynamical systems in fluid mechanics
and gives some insight into the topology of instabi-
lities of generalized reacting transonic flows.

Transient rearrangement from symmetric to
unsymmetric flow instability. The transient beha-
viour of symmetric oscillations above a certain
threshold value of the vapour content is well con-
firmed by the following experiment for registration
of the time-dependent formation of this instability
just after starting the flow in the intermittent indraft
wind tunnel (Fig. 37). At the beginning, one observes
a symmetric oscillation, which seems to be stable for
a limited number of periods, before transition to the
unsymmetric mode takes place. Five sequences of a
high-speed movie show the rearrangement of the
flow field from symmetric to the unsymmetric mode.

At left the symmetric oscillation is already weakly
disturbed, at the right side the unsymmetric mode
is fully developed. Overall, the transition takes
about 60 periods. Figure 38 confirms the

Fig. 32 Sketch of two-dimensional plane parallel jet

nozzle A1 (see Table 1), shape and isentropic

Mach number distribution at the axis
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experimental observation by superimposing the cal-
culated transient static pressure signals at the nozzle
throat at the upper and lower wall. Again, after initi-
alization, it observed perfect symmetric behaviour
with identical signals at the top and bottom wall,

respectively, and after a short transient state the
fully developed unsymmetric mode with doubling
of the frequency. The logarithmic pressure difference
between the upper and lower nozzle wall shows the
characteristic linear growth of disturbances.

Fig. 33 Comparison of symmetric oscillations of homogeneously and mixed homogeneously/

heterogeneously nucleating unsteady flow in parallel jet nozzle A1; humid air, reservoir

conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 65.0 per cent; spherical seeding particles:

rp, het ¼ 1028 m, contact angle 308. Grey scale of condensate mass fraction: light-grey –

g/gmax. 0.05, dark-grey – g/gmax . 0.5, increment 0.05, numerical simulation
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Because of the many simplifications of the classi-
cal steady-state capillary nucleation theory and the
averaging droplet growth models used here, it is
quite interesting and important to note that an
inviscid CFD simulation tool based on this phase
transition model is accurate not only in reproduction
of the periodic unsteady regime, but also for

Fig. 34 Frequency f of the symmetric oscillation and

dimensionless static pressure amplitude

dependent on the seeding particle concentration

nhet,0 at the reservoir, numerical simulation

(for data, see Fig. 33)

Fig. 35 Experiment – bifurcation innozzleA1,Schlieren

pictures of symmetric and unsymmetric flow

oscillation: symmetric mode – left, f ¼ 225 Hz,

T01 ¼ 292.8 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 51.6 per cent,

x ¼ 7.4 gH2O
/kgdry air; unsymmetric mode –

right,, f ¼ 905 Hz, T01 ¼ 288.2 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar,

f0 ¼ 82.0 per cent, x ¼ 8.8 gH2O/kgdry air

Fig. 36 Frequencydependenceon the relative humidity

in the reservoir f0 in nozzle A1; experimental

results compared with numerical simulations.

Lower branch: 287.5 K 4 T01 4 305.0 K,

numerical simulation T01 ¼ 300.0 K; upper

branch: 285.5 K 4 T014 295 K, numerical

simulation T01 ¼ 285.0 and 295.0 K

Fig. 37 Experiment – transient rearrangement from

symmetric to unsymmetric flow oscillation in

nozzle A1, high-speed movie with 7000 pps,

time increases from top left; reservoir

conditions: T01 ¼ 290.6 K, p01 ¼ 1 bar, f0 ¼
77.1 per cent, x ¼ 9.8 gH2O

/kgdry air; frequency

f ¼ 333 Hz – fully developed symmetric

oscillation and f ¼ 897 Hz – fully developed

unsymmetric oscillation
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investigation of the transient rearrangement
between different types of instabilities.

Unsymmetric two-dimensional plane nozzle.
Interpretation of unsymmetric flow instabilities
observed in experiments requires careful consider-
ation of the real situation. The formation of unsym-
metric flow pattern may be caused by imperfect
manufacturing or insertion of the nozzle, by non-
homogeneous inflow conditions, instantaneous dis-
turbances, etc. Similar arguments hold for the CFD
simulation including details of the algorithm and
discretization technique. All these reasonable argu-
ments could be refuted be performing the following
test using the two-dimensional plane nozzle A1A
having a priori a strong asymmetric design
(Fig. 39). As before, the fluid is humid air and the
simulation neglects viscosity.

Despite the strong unsymmetric nozzle shape, the
Schlieren-type CFD simulation (Figs 40 and 41)
reveals for identical inflow conditions two comple-
tely different flow topologies with the characteristic

difference between the symmetric and the unsym-
metric oscillations [45]. The frequency increase is
not as much as in perfect symmetric nozzles, but
the simultaneous existence of two separate

Fig. 38 Transient rearrangement from symmetric to unsymmetric flow oscillations – exponential

growth of static pressure disturbance in unstable symmetric flow oscillations, numerical

simulation

Fig. 39 Sketch of shifted two-dimensional plane

circular arc nozzle A1A, shift angle b ¼ 408
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instabilities under such conditions confirms that the
observed bifurcation mechanism is generally valid
and establishes independent of reasonable imperfect
operating conditions.

Axisymmetric nozzle. The geometry of the axisym-
metric nozzle under consideration is obtained by
using a nozzle of circular cross-section with the
same diameter as the width shown in Fig. 32.
Because of the higher cooling rate in three-dimen-
sions, the limit of stability is shifted to f0 ¼ 60–65
per cent. Then the flow becomes unsteady and
starts with symmetric oscillations. At f0 ¼ 87.5–90
per cent relative humidity, the unsteady flow reaches

the lower branch of the hysteresis where the system
has more than one solution. In this axisymmetric
nozzle, the higher-order instability mechanism
enables the diabatic shock surface to spiral around
the centerline. The frequency increases from 942 to
1350 Hz [46] (Figs 42–44).

3.4 Unsteady condensing flow through axial
cascades

This section explains steam flows operating under
conditions typical for LP turbines. First of all, it is

Fig. 40 One period of quasi-symmetric oscillation in the shifted nozzle A1A, flow from left,

frequency f ¼ 854 Hz; reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 90.0 per

cent, inviscid numerical simulation
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important to note and to understand that self-
excitation as seen in nozzle flow is rather unlikely to
appear in axial cascades. The main reason is that
the flow through axial cascades does not experience
a comparable constrain due to solid walls between
inlet and exit planes, as in a Laval nozzle. It is already
seen in section 2.2 that the area constrain is one of the
necessary conditions for the formation of instabil-
ities. So, thermal choking with unsteady moving
shocks is rather unlikely to appear. In blade-to-

blade flow of axial cascades, due to the stagger
angle, the sonic throat and the important transonic/
slightly supersonic regime with substantial latent
heat release are usually confined by the suction side
of one blade and the wake of the neighbouring
blade, i.e. by a free boundary. Therefore, in case of
latent heat release with equivalent displacement
effects in this region, the free boundary adjusts the
flow automatically so as to remain in steady state.
This self-adaptation avoids thermal chocking with

Fig. 41 One period of unsymmetric oscillation in the shifted nozzle A1A, flow from left, frequency

f ¼ 1082 Hz; reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 90.0 per cent,

inviscid numerical simulation
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unsteadiness, but it turns the flow angle b2 at the
trailing edge of the blade so that momentum and
efficiency decrease.

However, self-excitation of condensing axial cas-
cade flow is to be expected if the stagger angle is arti-
ficially reduced, so that the flow regime with latent
heat release, i.e. the area of maximum nucleation
rate and droplet growth, is confined by solid walls
at both sides, the suction side and pressure side of
neighbouring blades.

Nevertheless, because of high-frequency blade
wake oscillations and periodic waves caused by
rotor/stator exchange, there are other excitation
mechanisms interacting with the sensitive transonic
condensing vapour flow, which will be explained in
the following.

Because of the great scientific potential and the
economical relevance of these complex unsteady
transonic two-phase flows, this problem is subject

Fig. 42 Shape and data of three-dimensional

axisymmetric nozzle A1 3D (see Table 1)

Fig. 43 Symmetric oscillation in three-dimensional axisymmetric nozzle A1, flow from left,

frequency f ¼ 942 Hz; reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K, p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 95.0 per

cent, inviscid numerical simulation
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of many important theoretical, numerical, and
experimental investigations (see, e.g. [47–52]).

The first mechanism under condensation is driven
by the shedding of shear layers at blade trailing
edges, whereas the second type concerns the convec-
tion of wakes with distinct high dissipative losses
and therefore higher temperature fluctuations from
the stator into the rotating frame of reference of the
rotor. Both mechanisms are clearly driven by the
fluid viscosity.

3.4.1 Wake interactions

3.4.1.1 Periodic nucleation in wake flow. The first
example concerns the high-frequency vortex shed-
ding from the blunt trailing edges of the rotor. The
origin of the related periodic excitation locates
within the nucleating transonic flow regime at the

blade trailing edges. This source initiates high-
frequency pressure and temperature fluctuations
that interfere with the nucleation process in the
entire cross-section from blade to blade and trigger
the time-dependent droplet size distribution
behind the cascade. The related unsteady phenom-
enon is known as wake chopping (see, for instance,
the investigation of Bakhtar and Heaton [53]).
Figure 45 shows numerical results of the turbulent
flow simulation through a VKI 1 rotor, the steam is
assumed to condense homogeneously, hetero-
geneous effects are excluded. All relevant data are
given in the figure caption. The vortex shedding fre-
quency at the blunt trailing edge is fvs ¼ 22.55 kHz
with the Strouhal number St ¼ 0.22. In adiabatic
flow the shedding frequency is lower, about 17 kHz.
The time-dependent variation of the nucleation pro-
cess at the trailing edge correlates with the unsteady

Fig. 44 Unsymmetric oscillation with spiraling shock surface in three-dimensional axisymmetric

nozzle A1, flow from left, frequency f ¼ 1350 Hz; reservoir conditions: T01 ¼ 295.0 K,

p01 ¼ 1.0 bar, f0 ¼ 95.0 per cent, inviscid numerical simulation
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Fig. 45 Vortex shedding from trailing edge of VKI-1 turbine cascade, homogeneously condensing

turbulent flow of pure steam; flow data: T01 ¼ 357.5 K, p01 ¼ 0.417 bar, b1 ¼ 1208,
p2 ¼ 0.194 bar, Re2 ¼ 1.13 � 106; vortex shedding frequency fvs ¼ 22.5 kHz, Strouhal

number, St ¼ 0.22; frozen Mach number, nucleation rate, wetness fraction and mean

droplet radius, numerical simulation
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local expansion around the blunt edge and the
unsteady variation of intensity and position of the
oblique shock system emerging from the edge. The
strongest effects develop directly at the edge, here
the homogeneous nucleation rate varies about two

orders between J ¼ 1025 and 1027 m23 s21. Figure 46
is an instantaneous Schlieren-type picture, together
with the droplet size distribution �r at this instant.
This enlargement shows that the periodic wake
oscillation behind the blade initiates a well-defined

Fig. 46 Close up of Fig. 45, comparison of Schlieren-type visualization and unsteady droplet size

formation triggered by the wake
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chain of local spots with high supersaturation and
high nuclei concentrations which are convected
downstream. In principle, the wake acts like an
unsteady moving elastic wavy wall in transonic
supersaturated steam flow, and therefore the obser-
vation is quite understandable.

Figure 47 presents the resulting time-dependent
variation of the wetness g, the droplet size �r,
and the exit flow angle b2 in the reference plane
‘2’ 15 per cent of the blade chord (c ¼ 100 mm)
behind the cascade. The lateral extension corre-
sponds to twice of the pitch (p ¼ 71 mm). To
emphasize the additional effects, caused by the
unsteadiness, the results of the time-dependent
simulation are compared with an artificial steady-
state flow calculation. For steady flow simulations,
the unsteady code version was modified to operate
with reduced spatial and time-dependent

resolution, in principle by increasing artificial dissi-
pation. For instance, outside the wakes the vari-
ation of the angle b2 is of the order of 78, and in
the same region Dg is about 0.006. Within the
wakes the differences of the steady and unsteady
flow model are more distinct. The maximum dro-
plet size variation D�r locates close to the wake
and is about 0.01 mm.

3.4.1.2 Separation-controlled frequency variation
due to condensation. This section investigates the
typical very slender axial rotor blades of the last
stages of LP steam turbines, taking shape and oper-
ational data from Bakthar et al. [54]. Pitch and
chord are equal and about 190 mm. Figure 48
compares single-phase flow results with those of
homogeneously condensing flow. Pressure and
temperature and all other conditions were kept

Fig. 47 Comparison of steady and unsteady flow through VKI-1 turbine cascade by wetness,

mean droplet size, and flow angle at control plane ‘2’ behind the blade row. For

unsteady flow data and parameter, see Fig. 45
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constant, except that in case of ‘single-phase flow’
the condensation model was de-activated. The sig-
nificant difference is the oblique shock-induced
separation due to condensation on the suction
side of the blade. The shedding frequency decreases
from 23 kHz in single-phase flow to 16.4 kHz with
condensation (Fig. 49). Simultaneously, the separ-
ation point moves upstream and forms a thicker

separation zone. The time-dependent density
signal at the monitor point in the reference plane
behind the cascade emphasizes the reduction of
the oscillation frequency. In the previous example,
the shedding frequency was higher with conden-
sation. The reason for the opposite trend here is
the upward shift of the separation point, causing a
thicker separation zone. Because the Strouhal

Fig. 48 Comparison of single-phase and homogeneously condensing turbulent steam flow

through BAK-1 turbine cascade, flow data: T01 ¼ 354.0 K, p01 ¼ 0.400 bar, b1 ¼ 528,
p2 ¼ 0.133 bar,M2, is ¼ 1.38, Re2 ¼ 1.15 � 106, f ¼ arc length of blade numerical simulation
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number is approximately constant, about 0.2, the
thicker separation zone correlates with the lower
frequency.

3.4.2 Forced excitation by rotor/stator interaction

Figure 50 is a schematic sketch of the way in which
the wakes from one blade row interact with, and
are segmented, by the following rows. It is obvious
that convective layers (dark shaded area) of higher
dissipation and therefore with higher temperature
become superposed with the averaged blade-to-
blade flow. From the sensitivity of nucleation against
small temperature fluctuations, it is clear that the
assumption of uniform temperature and entropy at
the inlet plane of turbine stages has to modified, to
account for this unsteady wake effects.

3.4.2.1 Single blade row with unsteady inflow
condition. This section continues with the same
cascade geometry as already investigated in the pre-
vious section. Because a complete model for simu-
lation of the continuous transition from the stator
in the rotating frame of reference of the rotor requires

Fig. 49 Close up of Fig. 48 and comparison of vortex shedding frequency; single-phase flow

frequency fvs ¼ 23.0 kHz, homogeneously condensing flow fvs ¼ 16.4 kHz, numerical

simulation

Fig. 50 Sketch of passage of blade wakes through

successive blade rows
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additional complex CFD techniques such as sliding
interfaces, especially without averaging of thermo-
dynamic variable across the interface, this section
starts with a rather simple empirical model. This
replaces the steady-state inflow conditions ahead of
the blade row by an unsteady moving distribution
for velocity and temperature, the static pressure is
assumed to be constant. The dispersion of velocity
and temperature is modelled according to Hodson
[55, 56] (for details, see thesis of Heiler [45]). The
Mach number distribution of Fig. 51 depicts waves
entering the blade row as expected from the sketch
above. Next, the nucleation process is considered.
Close to the leading edge, the strong expansion
around the tip of this slender blade causes a primary
nucleation zone, followed by the main nucleation
zone further downstream. As soon as the high-temp-
erature wake interferes with the primary nucleation
zone, it disappears instantaneously and completely,
but it recovers again shortly after. The stator wake
moves further downstream, rotates according to the
gradients of the velocity field of the mean flow and
interacts with the main nucleation zone emerging
from the trailing edge of the upper blade.

The time-scale of this forced excitation is determined
by the circumferential speed and the total number
of blades, here T ¼ 0.38 ms corresponding to f ¼
2.6 kHz. The plot of g and �r in the control plane 15 per
cent of the chord behind the blades shows strong
excitationof thedroplet sizedistribution (Fig. 52).Com-
pared with the average droplet radius �r ¼ 0.02 mm, the
maximum instantaneous value increases three times
up to 0.06 mm. Finally, such stator wakes interact with
boundary layers and shear layers and excite turbulence
production (not shown here), especially in the wakes
separating from the rotor blade trailing edges.

3.4.2.2 Sliding interface. The complete stage under
consideration consists of the VKI 1 rotor, already inves-
tigated in section 3.4.1.1 and a stator blade row of the
same geometry. The advantage using this well-known
blade type is the distinct blunt trailing edge that
allows detailed investigation of vortex shedding from
the stator (Fig. 53). Coupling of the rotating frame of
reference with the non-rotating one is now realized
by introduction of a sliding interface, here without
reduction of the local order of the discretization [57].
Usually averaging of variables at interfaces is applied.
But in case that nucleation and droplet growth begin
already in the stator, careful treatment of all gradients
at the interface is necessary forpreservationof the exist-
ing microscale liquid phase during convection through
the interface and towards the rotor. Averaging of ther-
modynamic variables would result in unrealistic
smearing of important condensation details. The qual-
ity of the present technique is observable in Fig. 54, for
instance, by the Schlieren-type visualizations. Figure 54

Fig. 51 Numerical simulation of interaction of wakes

with homogeneously condensing turbulent

blade to blade flow through BAK-1 turbine

cascade; flow model: unsteady inflow

condition according to Hodson [55, 56] for

(flow data, see Fig. 48)
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compares pure homogeneous condensation of steam
at the left-hand side with coupled homogeneous/
heterogeneously condensing flow at right. Parameters
for seeding with solid particles are the particle size

rp,het ¼ 1028 m and the number concentration
nhet,0 ¼ 1016 m23. Without seeding the flow through
the stator remains adiabatic and the vapour experi-
ences maximum supersaturation causing maximum

Fig. 52 Comparison of wetness and mean droplet size in control plane behind BAK-1 turbine

cascade with and without rotor/stator interaction for (flow data, see Fig. 48)

Fig. 53 Layout and data of VKI-1 turbine stage for simulation of rotor/stator interaction by

means of sliding interface
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Fig. 54 Rotor/stator interaction incondensingsteamflowthroughVKI-1stage. Instantaneouspictures

of homogeneously (left) and heterogeneously dominated (right) condensing turbulent flow;

flow data: T01 ¼ 357.5 K, p01 ¼ 0.417 bar, b1 ¼ 1208, p2 ¼ 0.194 bar, M2,is ¼ 1.13, Re2rotor ¼
1.13 � 106, nhet, 0 ¼ 1016 m23, rp, het ¼ 1028 m. From top: Schlieren-type simulation,

saturation ratio, S ¼ pv(T )/pv,sat(T ), wetness g andmean droplet radii r̄
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non-equilibrium losses in the rotor. With seeding par-
ticles, the supersaturation of the vapour disappears
more or less completely and S � 1 in the entire flow
regime of the stage. The alteration of the dispersed
structure of the liquid phase is quite obvious and sig-
nificant. Droplet formation begins in the stator, the
condensate passes through the interface and is con-
vected into the rotor. Comparing the Schlieren simu-
lations, it is recognized that the trailing edge shock
system intensifies after seeding. In this special case,
the increase of the related gas dynamic losses of the
shocks over-compensates the reduction of thermodyn-
amicnon-equilibrium lossesby seeding to someextent.
Themore intense shock system at the trailing edge also
forces the shedding frequency to increase, from
fvs,rotor ¼ 16.2 kHz in homogeneously condensing flow
to18.5 kHzwith seeding. Simultaneously, the stator fre-
quency decreases a bit from fvs,rotor ¼ 11.6 kHz in
homogeneously condensing flow to 10.8 kHz with
seeding. In single-phase flow, the reference data are
fvs,rotor ¼ 15.2 kHz for the rotor and fvs,stator ¼ 11.6 kHz.
So far, the previously observed trend in this cascade is
confirmed, condensation tends to increase the shed-
ding frequency from the rotor blades, independent of
the nature of the phase transition as homogeneous or
heterogeneous condensation. For more details, see
Winkler and Schnerr [58] and Schnerr [59].

CONCLUSION

The subject considered here has two different
aspects. The first concerns the dynamics of high-
speed fluid mechanics with phase transition,
respectively the stability of compressible fluids with
energy supply. The second aspect concerns the
impact of such instabilities on flows through large-
scale steam turbines. For CFD techniques modelling
of such flows requires many assumptions and sim-
plifications, even in case of two-dimensional flows.
Extension to three-dimensional flows through multi-
stage machines with accurate resolution of all rele-
vant time-scales of these instabilities increases the
CPU by orders. However, we have seen that already
most simple flow models make the main driving
mechanism visible and understandable. In addition
to the self-excitation and forced excitation, other
mechanisms exist. For instance, if in transonic
single-phase flow through an axial cascade buffeting
establishes periodic separation, periodic choking,
etc. and if this single-phase self-excited instability
becomes superposed by the diabatic self-excited
instability of the phase transition processes. Depend-
ing on the frequency of the two periodic systems
non-linear interactions have to be expected with
the formation of higher order bifurcations.
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APPENDIX

Notation

A cross-sectional area of one-dimensional
flow model (m2)

c speedof sound (m/s), bladechord length (m)
cv specific heat at constant volume (J/(kg/K))
cp specific heat at constant pressure (J/(kg/K))
f frequency (s21), arc length of blade (2)
g wetness (2), condensate mass

(kgcondesate/kgmixture)
h specific enthalpy (J/kg)
J homogeneous nucleation rate (m23 s21)
m dimensionless mass addition (2)
M Mach number (2)
p static pressure (bar), pitch (m)
q specific amount of heat addition (J/kg)
Q dimensionless amount of heat addition (2)
r droplet radius (m)

R nozzle throat radius, (m), specific gas
constant (J/(kg K))

Re Reynolds number (2)
s specific entropy (J/(kg K))
S saturation ratio (2)
St Strouhal number (2)
t time (s)
T absolute temperature (K), time of one

oscillation period (s)
w flow velocity of one-dimensional flow

model (m/s)
x Cartesian coordinate (m), mixing ratio

(gvapor/kgdry air)
y Cartesian coordinate, half of the throat

height of two-dimensional plane nozzle (m)

b flow angle of axial cascade (8)
g specific heat ratio (2)
D difference (2)
1 specific amount of mass addition

(kg/(m2 s))
r density (kg/m3)
f relative humidity (per cent)

Superscripts

� critical state at M ¼ 1 and at
sonic throat

0 small disturbance
2 mean value

Subscripts

e nozzle exit plane
f frozen
het properties related to heterogeneous

condensation
max maximum value
p particle
s saturation value
vs vortex shedding
rotor flow property in rotor
stator flow property in stator
0 reservoir, stagnation value
1 state ahead of heat addition, ahead of

shock, at control plane ahead of axial
cascade

2 state behind of heat addition, behind
shock, at control plane behind axial
cascade
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